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Characterizing Voltage-Dependent Conformational
Changes in the Shaker K1 Channel with Fluorescence
the channel that permit ionic flow (MacKinnon and Yel-
len, 1990; Hartmann et al., 1991; Yellen et al., 1991; Yool
and Schwarz, 1991). The P region also participates in
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preventing ionic conduction during long depolarizationsLos Angeles, California 90095
in a process known as slow or C-type inactivation.
Using cysteine-scanning mutagenesis, recent studies
examined the voltage- and state-dependent accessibil-Summary
ity of residues in the S4 segment and in the external
mouth of the pore to extrinsic sulfhydryl-reactive re-We examined voltage-dependent conformational
agents. These experiments indicate that the accessibil-changes in three specific regions of the Shaker potas-
ity of these residues changes as the channel undergoessium channel with site-directed fluorescent labeling:
transitions between closed,open, and inactivatedstatesthe fourth transmembrane segment (S4), the second
(Yang and Horn, 1995; Larsson et al., 1996; Liu et al.,transmembrane segment (S2), and the putative pore
1996; Yang et al., 1996; Yusaf et al., 1996). However,region. The fluorescence changes displayed distinc-
the properties and kinetics of this environmental changetive properties that correlate with gating, activation,
have been difficult to determine with this approach. Us-and slow inactivation of the channel. The fluorescence
ing the extrinsic fluorescent probe tetramethylrhoda-signals measured near the S2 and S4 segments sug-
mine maleimide (TMRM), the change in environment ofgest that the S2 segment may undergo voltage-sensi-
residues in the extracellular portion of the S4 segment
tive conformational changes that precede those in the
was monitored as a change in the intensity of the probe's
S4 segment. In contrast, fluorescence changes in the fluorescence (Mannuzzu et al., 1996). The hypothesis
pore correlated with the voltage dependence and time proposed for the fluorescence change was that these
course of ionic activation and slow inactivation. Spec- labeled residues were moving from a buried, hydropho-
troscopy indicated that the mechanism of fluores- bic environment into the external aqueous solution. It
cence change involves voltage-dependent quenching also appeared that the voltage dependence of the fluo-
of the probe in an aqueous environment by other parts rescence change of probes attached to the S4 segment
of the protein. exactly matched the displacement of the gating charge.
In the present work, we have analyzed the relationship
Introduction between fluorescence signals and electrical currents in
three different regions of the channel: the two putative
The behavior of ion channels was first studied with the voltage-sensing regions, the S2 and S4 segments, and
measurement of ionic conductances in the membrane the putative conduction pathway, the P region. Similari-
of the squid giant axon (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). ties in the kinetics and steady-state properties between
Analysis of these conductances enabled Hodgkin and fluorescence and gating charge displacement in the S4
Huxley to make predictions about the presence of segment indicate that fluorescence follows components
of the gating process. Voltage-dependent fluorescenceªcharged particlesº that undergo voltage-dependent
changes in the extracellular portion of the S2 segmentconformational changes preceding ionic flow. Subse-
suggest that the S2 segment undergoes voltage-depen-quently, the measurement of gating currents, which
dent conformational changes that precede those of thearise from the rearrangement of charged residues within
S4 segment. In comparison, two residues in the externalthe channel, revealed the nature of the coupling that
mouth of the pore demonstrate voltage-dependent fluo-occurs between the movement of charge and the open-
rescence changes associated with activation and slowing of a channel (Armstrong and Bezanilla, 1973). Much
inactivation of the channel. These experiments requiredwork has been done to elucidate the role of the fourth
the development of a modified cut-open oocyte tech-transmembrane region, otherwise known as the S4 seg-
nique for direct comparison of fluorescence to gatingment,as the putative voltage sensor of the channel. The S4
and ionic currents.segment containsa number of highlyconserved,positively
To understand the mechanism of fluorescence change,charged amino acids (Noda et al., 1984; Greenblatt et al.,
fluorescence changes were measured with two addi-1985; Kosower, 1985) that have been shown to play an
tional fluorescent dyes, and fluorescence spectra of theimportant role in establishing the voltage sensitivity of
probe attached near the S4 segment were analyzed.the channel and generating the gating current (Shao
These results indicate that fluorescence changes areand Papazian, 1993; Perozo et al., 1994; Aggarwal and
most likely due to voltage-dependent quenching caused
MacKinnon, 1996; Seoh et al., 1996). Recent work has
by other regions of the protein. In addition, the environ-
shown that the second transmembrane segment (S2)
ment of the S4-labeled residues is primarily aqueous
participates in the voltage-sensing process (Seoh et al., and does not become more hydrophobic at different
1996). In comparison, the P region, which is a span of transmembrane potentials. These experiments demon-
amino acids located between the fifth and sixth trans- strate that site-directed fluorescent labeling reveals ki-
membrane regions, lines the conduction pathway and netic information about conformational changes at spe-
undergoes conformational changes upon activation of cific sites in the protein that cannot be determined with
electrophysiological recordings or with accessibility
studies using thiol-reactive reagents.*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Figure 1. Cut-Open Oocyte Fluorescence
Technique
The epifluorescence setup utilizes a fiber op-
tic (A) to couple the light from an objective (B)
to thesurface of the oocyte (C). The excitation
light is filtered (D) from a 150 W tungsten-
halogen lamp (E), is reflected off of a dichroic
mirror (F), and passes through the objective
and fiber optic. The emitted fluorescence is
transmitted through the fiber optic, objective,
and dichroic mirror and is filtered (G). The
light can be switched (N) between being fo-
cused onto the surface of a photodiode (H),
which is attached to the headstage of a
patch-clamp amplifier (K) for low noise ampli-
fication of the photocurrent, or being focused
onto the slit of a spectrograph (O) attached
to an array of charge-coupled devices (P).
The voltage clamp setup is composed of an
upper, middle, and bottom chamber. The bot-
tom chamber (J) contains the portion of the
oocyte that is permeabilized with saponin so
that current can be injected directly into the
oocyte. The middle chamber (I) serves as an
electronic guard, and the top chamber (L),
which is painted black, contains the portion
of the oocyte membrane from which the fluo-
rescence changes and gating or ionic cur-
rents are measured. The voltage electrode
(M) measures the membrane potential inside
the oocyte and is part of the feedback loop
that holds the interior of the oocyte at virtual
ground.
Results in the top chamber (Figure 1L), which generally contains
at least 109 channels. Using an opaque top chamber
ensured specific fluorescence excitation of the sameSite-directed fluorescent labeling relies on the environ-
mental sensitivity of a fluorescent probe's quantum population of channels from which the gating and ionic
currents were measured, which is not the case for theyield. By specifically attaching this probe to a single
residue in the channel, voltage-dependent changes in two microelectrode voltage clamp (Mannuzzu et al.,
1996).the fluorescence of the probe can be interpreted as
environmental changes of the residue caused by volt- The cut-open oocyte technique is ideal for these mea-
surements for several reasons. During the experimentalage-dependent conformational changes. Previous work
by Mannuzzu et al. (1996) utilized the membrane-imper- protocol, the bottom surface of the oocyte is permeabil-
ized with saponin, which generates a low-access resis-meant, sulfhydryl-reactive fluorescent probe TMRM to
label cysteine residues that were introduced into the tance path into the interior of the oocyte and also en-
ables solution changes of the internal medium. ExternalShaker potassium channel with site-directed mutagene-
sis. We used TMRM, fluorescein-5-maleimide (FM), and solution changes are performed by exchanging solu-
tions in the top chamber. By injecting current into theOregon Green-5-maleimide (OrGrM) to investigate the
properties of conformational change throughout the oocyte through the bottom chamber with an agar bridge
while clamping the interior to virtual ground, series resis-channel.
tance errors are substantially reduced. In addition, the
guard voltage clamp minimizes problems of spatial volt-Fluorescence Changes and Electrical Currents
Recorded from the Cut-Open Oocyte age heterogeneity. As a result, this clamp is capable
of resolving capacitive transients in 50±100 ms, whichThe setup for the measurements of fluorescence signals
is based on the cut-open oocyte technique (Taglialatela permits the examination of very fast kinetic changes
(Stefani et al., 1994).All electrophysiologicaland fluores-et al., 1992; Stefani et al., 1994). By measuring changes
in fluorescence from the surface of the oocyte while cence traces shown in this paper are averages of traces
that were simultaneously acquired with this setup.clamping the transmembrane voltage, gating and ionic
currents were simultaneously measured with fluores-
cence signals. The objective's field of view (Figure 1B)
was effectively extended to the oocyte surface (Figure Gating Charge Displacement and Fluorescence
Measure Different Aspects of Gating1C) with the use of a fiber optic (Figure 1A) for measure-
ment of fluorescence intensity (Figures 1H and 1K) or The serine at residue 346 (S346), the methionine at resi-
due 356 (M356), the alanine at residue 359 (A359), thespectra (Figures 1O and 1P). The current is measured
from a large, 600 mm diameter area of membrane located valine at residue 363 (V363), and the arginine at residue
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Figure 2. Putative Transmembrane Topology
of One of Shaker's Four Subunits
The cylindrical domains correspond to the six
putative transmembrane regions, numbered
S1 through S6. In the S4, there is a stretch of
seven positively charged residues that are
labeled R362 through K380. The three nega-
tively charged residues in transmembrane
domains S2 and S3 are also labeled. The P
region, which consists of a stretch of amino
acids between S5 and S6, contains the muta-
tionW434F, which prevents ionic conduction.
The circled, labeled residues represent sites
where cysteines were substituted in different
constructs for site-directed fluorescent label-
ing. The W434F mutation was excluded in
channels with the mutations F425C and
T449C but was included for all other muta-
tions. All constructs contained a deletion of
amino acids 6 through 46 to remove N-type
inactivation.
365 (R365) were mutated to cysteine in the nonconduct- Kinetic components are also shared between gating
charge displacement and fluorescence, as determineding W434F mutant of the Shaker D6±46 H4IR channel
for easy examination of gating currents (Perozo et al., from one or two exponential fits to the activation time
courses (Figure 3D, left) and deactivation time courses1993) (Figure 2). For the remainder of the paper, each
mutant channel construct will be referenced by the origi- (Figure 3D, right) of Q and F at each pulse voltage for
construct A359C for 40 ms pulses. Q and F share kineticnal amino acid followed by its number and ªCº for the
substituted cysteine (e.g., M356C). components, as seen by superposition of the time con-
stants that fit the slow component of Q (Qslow) and majorWe compared the relative gating charge position of
the voltage sensor (Q) to the relative position of the component of F (Fmajor) during activation and for small
depolarizations during deactivation (Figure 3D). In con-labeled residue measured with changes in fluorescence
(F). The displacement of the mean gating charge (Q) as trast, the fluorescence shows no kinetic component
equivalent to the fast component of Q (Qfast) during acti-a function of time was obtained by integrating the gating
current. Although constructs S346C and V363C labeled vation (Figure 3D, left) or to either Q component during
deactivation from large depolarizations (Figure 3D,with TMRM did not show any changes in fluorescence
with voltage, TMRM-labeled constructs M356C and right). In relatively small depolarizing pulses for A359C,
there is also a slow component of the fluorescence forA359C displayed significant voltage-dependent changes
in fluorescence. After measuring Q and F during pulses which there is no counterpart in the gating charge dis-
placement (Figure 3E, top traces). These results indicateto variouspotentials (V) and normalizing to themaximum
values, the Q-V curve and F-V curve were plotted at two that the fluorescence is measuring environmental changes
that may correspond to a particular component of thetime points, 40 ms and 400 ms, for constructs M356C
(Figure 3A) and A359C (Figure 3B). Q was calculated by gating charge displacement.
Steady-state fluorescence changes and gating chargeintegrating the return of the gating charge after voltage
steps of durations of either 40 or 400 ms to the pulse displacement differed at extreme depolarizations. For
example, the F-V curve for A359C deviates significantlyvoltages indicated. The measured changes in fluores-
cence (2DF/F) for both constructs were in the 15%±20% from the Q-V curve at hyperpolarizing potentials (Figure
3B). The reason for this deviation is that the fluorescencerange. At both time points in both constructs, the F-V
curve is shifted to more hyperpolarized potentials by decreases during both hyperpolarizing and depolarizing
pulses, whereas the gating charge displacement changesless than 15 mV relative to the Q-V curve, indicating that
the fluorescence signal has a slightly different voltage direction (Figure 3E, bottom traces). At extreme depolar-
izing potentials, the Q-V curve at 400 ms for both con-dependence than the gating charge displacement.
To examine the kinetic correlation between fluores- structs reaches an asymptotic value, while the F-V curve
at 400 ms saturates at z0 mV before decreasing slightlycence and gating charge displacement, we perturbed
the gating current with the internal application of tetra- (Figures 3A and 3B).
It is not surprising to see a substantial difference be-ethylammonium (TEA), which slows the kinetics of the
deactivation of the gating charge after a large depolarizing tween the F-V and Q-V curves; in fact, there is no inher-
ent reason why the two should be identical. The Q-Vpulse (Bezanilla et al., 1991). After application of internal
120 mM TEA-MES, the kinetics of the gating charge (Fig- curve is a measure of the displacement of the mean
gating charge, which consists of the contribution of theure 3C, left) and fluorescence change (Figure 3C, right)
during deactivation following a pulse to 150 mV were movement of several charged residues across some
fraction of the electric field. This quantity saturates atboth slowed significantly, indicating that the kinetics of
conformational changes measured by both processes extreme voltages and indicates relative displacement of
the charged portions of the voltage sensor, weightedare related. Parallel changes in the kinetics of the gating
charge displacement and fluorescence signals occur toward the charged residues that move furthest across
the field. On the other hand, the F-V curve measureswith changes in temperature (data not shown).
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Figure 3. Fluorescence Changes and Gating Charge Displacement Measured near the S4
(A) Normalized charge displacement (Q) as a function of activation voltage (V) for construct M356C at 40 ms (closed circles) and 400 ms (open
circles). Normalized TMRM fluorescence (F) versus V at 40 ms (closed diamonds) and 400 ms (open diamonds).
(B) Q-V and F-V curves at 40 and 400 ms for construct A359C using the same symbols as (A).
(C) (Left) Gating charge displacement during a pulse from 290 mV to 50 mV for M356C before (thin trace) and after (thick trace) internal
application of 120 mM TEA-MES. (Right) The corresponding changes in TMRM fluorescence before (thin trace) and after (thick trace) TEA
application.
(D) (Left) The activation (on) kinetic components of A359C during the activation pulse as a function of voltage for pulses of 40 ms. The
components were determined by fitting either one or two exponential functions to the fluorescence signal or gating charge displacement for
each pulse. The two time constants for Q are divided into a fast (closed triangles) and slow component (closed circles), while the two time
constants for F are divided into a major component of the fit (open diamonds) and a minor component (open inverted triangles). (Right) The
deactivation (off) components during return to the holding potential for A359C, using the same symbols as (Left).
(E) Superposition of Q and F during a 300 ms pulse from 290 mV to 260 and 2120 mV for A359C. The scale arrow indicates the direction
and magnitude of the decrease in fluorescence.
relative changes in fluorescence of a probe attached to to the gating current (Seoh et al., 1996), we probed
the extracellular portion of the S2 segment for voltage-one residue, which are dictated by the local environment
of the probe and are not required to saturate in the dependent conformational changes by labeling residues
in positions thought to be externally accessible (Figuresame manner as the charge displacement. Thus, the two
measurements, although measuring the same process, 2). Mutants labeled with TMRM at positions T276C and
P278C showed significant changes in fluorescence withgive different indications of the conformational changes
in the neighborhood of the S4 segment. The gating voltage,while mutantsat positionsD270C orP273Cexhib-
ited no detectable (,0.1% DF/F) fluorescence changes.charge displacement is an electrical measurement with
charge position as the dependent variable, whereas flu- The fluorescence signal in the S2 segment reaches a
maximum at intermediate potentials, and larger depolar-orescence is an optical measurement with quantum
yield as the dependent variable. izing pulses yield smaller fluorescence changes (Figures
4A and 4B). This indicates that the fluorescent probe
sees a maximally quenched state at z220 mV beforeFluorescence Signals from the S2 Segment Show
Faster Kinetics than in the S4 Segment reaching a state that is less quenched at extreme depo-
larizations. Because the probe sees an intermediate,Because recent work has shown that the S2 segment
contains a negatively charged residue that contributes maximally quenched state during large depolarizations,
Fluorescence Studies of a Voltage-Gated K1 Channel
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Figure 4. Fluorescence Changes in the Extracellular Region of the S2
(A) Fluorescence signals for construct T276C labeled with TMRM in a pulse from 290 mV to five different potentials: 260 (bottom trace), 250,
240, 230, and 110 mV (thick trace). Upward movement of the traces indicates a decrease in fluorescence, as indicated by the scale arrow.
At the end of the activation pulse, the fluorescence signal for 110 mV displays a fast upward deflection, or blip, before resuming its course
to the original steady-state value.
(B) Normalized F-V (closed diamonds) and Q-V (closed circles) curves for T276C at 40 ms.
(C) (Left) Superposition of F (thin, jagged trace) and Q (thick, smooth trace) during a 40 ms pulse at five different potentials measured from
the S2 construct T276C. (Right) Superposition of F and Q during a 150 ms pulse for three potentials, measured from the S4 construct M356C.
For both constructs, Q and F were each fitted to one or two exponential functions, and the parameters of the fit were used to calculate the
ratio of the average time constant of gating charge displacement to the average time constant of fluorescence (tq/tf) at each potential (see
Results).
it should also see this state during deactivation. The the fluorescence changes near the S4 segment are sig-
nificantly slower than the gating charge displacement.existence of a nonmonotonic component, or ªblip,º seen
in the fluorescence signal during deactivation from a For a more quantitative comparison, the fluorescence
and the gating charge displacement were each fit to apulse to 110 mV (Figure 4A) is consistent with an inter-
mediate, maximally quenched state. Simulations of the sum of two exponential functions of the form
fluorescence signal were developed using a four-state
fp(t) 5 Ap(1 2 apexp[2t/sp1 ] 1 bpexp[2t/sp2]) 1 cpmodel, where each state was assigned an arbitrary fluo-
rescence value and gating valence, and the fluores-
where the subindex p is either charge (q)or fluorescence
cence value of the state preceding the final state was
(f). The weighted average of time constants for charge
designated the maximally quenched state. With these
(tq) or fluorescence (tf) were computed asparameters, the simulation produces a blip at large de-
polarizations that transiently reaches fluorescence levels tq 5 aqtq1 1 bqtq2 and tf 5 aftf1 1 bftf2.beyond those seen in the steady state. This is consistent
with the fact that the peak of the return of fluorescence The quantity tq/tf was calculated as the ratio of these
weighted averages for each activation pulse. If the aver-at 110 mV exceeds the fluorescence change seen at
230 mV. age kinetics of fluorescence are faster than the average
kinetics of gating charge displacement, then tq/tf . 1;The most unique feature of the S2 fluorescence sig-
nals is faster kinetics in comparison to the S4 fluores- conversely, if tq/tf , 1, the average fluorescence kinetics
are slower than the average gating charge kinetics.cence signals. To compare the kinetics of the two, the
fluorescence changes from constructs T276C (S2) and At five different depolarizing potentials for T276C,
tq/tf . 1, illustrating that the fluorescence change isM356C (S4) were superimposed with the gating charge
displacement during several different activation pulses consistently faster than the gating charge displacement.
The difference is most significant with smaller depolar-(Figure 4C). A visual inspection of the traces for T276C
indicates that the S2 fluorescence changes show kinet- izations, where the fluorescence is more than three
times as fast as the gating charge displacement andics faster than the gating charge displacement, whereas
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becomes smaller during larger depolarizations. In con- a fluorescence change. The shift in the F-V after TEA
application may signify a change in the local environ-trast, tq/tf , 1 for M356C, indicating that the average
kinetics of fluorescence changes near the S4 segment ment of the probe in the presence of TEA. Nevertheless,
the robust fluorescence changes in the presence of highare slower than the average kinetics of gating charge
displacement. This is in agreement with previous obser- concentrations of TEA support two points: not only does
the probe undergo environmental changes independentvations that the fast component of gating charge is ab-
sent from the fluorescence near the S4 segment, which of ionic flow, but the external pore may be undergoing
conformational changes related to channel openingmakes tf for the S4 segment slower than the weighted
tq (Figure 3D). Even though the gating current kinetics even in the presence of TEA.
Although the voltage dependence of fluorescenceof the two constructs are substantially different, due
mainly to the effects of the cysteine substitution near with construct F425C appears substantially different
from the ionic conductance, the fluorescence changesthe S4 segment, a comparison between gating and fluo-
rescence kinetics for each construct can differentiate are only seen at potentials where ionic currents are
evoked and are absent at smaller depolarizations, withbetween the properties of these two different regions
of the channel because the cysteine mutation should a maximum DF/F of z2% (Figure 5B). With the external
application of TEA, the fluorescence changes withaffect the kinetics of both fluorescence and electrophys-
iology. In addition, TMRM labeling does not affect the F425C are maintained in the absence of ionic current.
To determine whether the fluorescence signal corre-kinetics of the constructs shown here.
The kinetics and the voltage dependence of fluores- lates specifically to conformational changes that ac-
company opening of the channel, the change in fluores-cence near the S2 segment resemble the parameters
characterized for theQ1 component of thegating current cence for T449C was examined during a short pulse to
see whether the fluorescence followed the kinetics of(Bezanilla et al., 1994). The Q1 and Q2 components were
derived from detailed analysis of two distinct compo- ionic conductance rather than the gating current (Figure
5C). With a depolarization to 230 mV, the ionic currentnents of the gating current that show differences in ki-
netics and voltage dependence. Like the Q1 component, is temporally dissociated from the gating current with a
delay of z2 ms. The fluorescence change does not occurthe S2 fluorescence signal predominates at small depo-
larizations, reaching saturation at 220 mV. In addition, during the gating current but instead is delayed until the
onset of ionic current. This confirms that fluorescencethe fast kinetics of the Q1 component also match well
with the fast kinetics of the S2 signal. In comparison, changes for T449C follow channel activation more
closely than voltage sensor movement.the fluorescence changes near the S4 are slower and
saturate at more positive potentials than the S2 fluores- The kinetics of the fluorescence changes during acti-
vation for the T449C construct can be fit to a relativelycence changes, consistent with the kinetic characteris-
tics and steady-state parameters of the Q2 component. fast component in the millisecond range (tf) and a slow
component around 100 ms (ts) (Figures 5D and 5E).
These time constants roughly correspond to the time
Fluorescence Changes Related to Channel constants obtained from fitting the activation of the ionic
Opening and C-Type Inactivation currentÐa fast component associated with ionic activa-
In order to examine conformational changes with a dif- tion (ta) and a slow component associated with C-type
ferent voltage dependence than that of the gating pro- inactivation (tc) (Figures 5D and 5E). Furthermore, the
cess, we selected two residues in the putative pore time constants for both fluorescence and ionic current
region that were likely to be accessible for labeling, decrease with increasing voltage. In comparison, the
F425 and T449. In particular, residue T449 was chosen kinetics of ionic current deactivation are significantly
because this site shows state-dependent accessibility faster than the deactivation of the fluorescence signal
changes to methanethiosulfonate reagents and proba- (Figure 5D), indicating that slower environmental changes
bly also undergoes significant environmental changes are occurring after ionic conduction has ceased. This
(Liu et al., 1996). These mutations were made in a con- suggests that T449C may sense environmental changes
ducting H4IR background so that the ionic currents that are temporally delayed from the closing of the path-
could be examined in the absence of fast, or N-type, way of ionic flow.
inactivation.
Using OrGrM as the fluorescent indicator at both sites
because of its enhanced sensitivity to environmental Different Fluorescent Dyes Pinpoint a Mechanism
for Fluorescence Change and Confirmchanges, we detected significant changes in fluores-
cence with voltage. The F-V curve for T449C correlates Distinct Voltage-Dependent Changes
in the S2 Segmentwell with the plot of ionic conductance as a function of
voltage, or G-V curve (Figure 5A). In order to determine For a better understanding of the underlying mecha-
nisms of fluorescence change, we labeled residues nearthat the fluorescence changes were not generated by
ionic flux, the ionic current was blocked with externally the S4 segment with two additional membrane-imper-
meant sulfhydryl-reactive probes, FM and OrGrM. Fluo-applied 120 mM TEA, and gating currents and fluores-
cence changes were measured simultaneously. The flu- rescein's quantum yield is highly sensitive to pH in the
physiological range and varies maximally around a pKaorescence changes were maintained in the absence of
ionic flux, and the F-V curve after ionic blockade demon- of 6.4, while Oregon Green's quantum yield is not af-
fected by physiological pH gradients with its pKa of 4.7.strates that pulses to potentials that evoked a gating
current but no corresponding ionic current did not evoke Measurements with FM and OrGrM at residue M356C
Fluorescence Studies of a Voltage-Gated K1 Channel
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Figure 5. Fluorescence Changes Measured in the Pore with Oregon Green-5-Maleimide (OrGrM)
(A) Normalized G-V, F-V, and Q-V curves of construct T449C labeled with OrGrM before and after application of external 120 mM TEA-MES.
Before TEA-MES: G-V (closed squares) and F-V (closed diamonds) at 40 ms. After TEA-MES: Q-V (closed circles), G-V (squares with crosshair)
and F-V (diamonds with crosshair) at 40 ms.
(B) Normalized G-V curves of construct F425C labeled with OrGrM at 40 ms (closed squares) and 500 ms (squares with crosshair); F-V curves
of F425C labeled with OrGrM at 40 ms (closed diamonds) and 500 ms (diamonds with crosshair).
(C) Comparison of the ionic current (Iionic), gating current (Iq), and fluorescence (F) for a 40 ms pulse from 280 mV to 230 mV for construct
T449C. The scale arrow denotes the direction and magnitude of the increase in fluorescence.
(D) Comparison of ionic currents (top traces) and fluorescence changes (bottom traces) for T449C labeled with OrGrM in external 120 mM
TEA-MES during a 200 ms depolarizing pulse from 280 mV to six activation potentials: 240 (bottom ionic trace, top fluorescence trace), 230,
220, 210, 10, and 30 mV.
(E) Time constants of a two-exponential fit to fluorescence and ionic currents for construct T449C during the depolarizing pulses in (D) as a
function of voltage. The two ionic current components were divided into an activation component ta (closed circles) and an inactivation
component tc (closed squares); the two fluorescence components were divided into a fast component tf (open circles) and a slow component
ts (closed diamonds).
yielded very similar fluorescence signals, indicating that same pulse. This observation argues against mecha-
nisms for the fluorescence signals that predict changesthe fluorescence change is not caused by pH-depen-
dent environmental changes (Figure 6A). in the same direction with different dyes. For instance,
it is unlikely that the fluorescence changes are causedThe fluorescence changes of M356C labeled with
OrGrM are of roughly the same magnitude as those seen either by the formation of fluorescent dimers or by fluo-
rescent probe self-quenching (see Discussion).with TMRM, with a maximum DF/F of z20% (Figure 6A).
Instead of one primary monotonic component seen with The most likely explanation for the differences be-
tween the OrGrM signal and TMRM signal is that thefluorescence changes with TMRM near the S4 segment,
the F-V curve contains at least two components in oppo- probes inhabit slightly different environments due to
differences in charge. TMRM has a net charge of 0 andsite directions (Figure 6B). This indicates that the probe
sees at least three different microenvironments with dis- contains a delocalized positive charge at its tricyclic
end, whereas OrGrM has a net charge of 22 with atinct quantum yields. Another important difference be-
tween the TMRM and OrGrM fluorescence is the direc- negative charge at its tricyclic end. This charge differ-
ence could cause the two probes todwell in electrostati-tion of fluorescence change. While TMRM displays a
decrease of fluorescence during a depolarizing pulse, cally different microenvironments with different quench-
ing properties.OrGrM and FM show an increase in fluorescence for the
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Figure 6. Fluorescence Changes in the S2 and S4 Segments Measured with Oregon Green-5-Maleimide (OrGrM)
(A) Representative fluorescence signals for construct M356C labeled with OrGrM during a 40 ms activation pulse from 290 mV to potentials
ranging from 2120 mV to 50 mV. Downward movement of the traces denotes an increase in fluorescence, as indicated by the scale arrow.
(Inset) Representative fluorescence signals for construct M356C labeled with FM during a 150 ms activation pulse from 290 mV to potentials
ranging from 2120 mV to 50 mV. Again, the arrow denotes the direction of an increase in fluorescence.
(B) Normalized Q-V curve at 200 ms (open circles) and F-V curves at 40 ms (closed diamonds) and 150 ms (closed squares) measured for
M356C labeled with OrGrM.
(C) Representative fluorescence signals for construct T276C labeled with OrGrM during a 40 ms activation pulse with pulses from a holding
potential of 290 mV to 270, 240, 230, 220, 210, 0, 20, and 50 mV.
(D) Normalized Q-V curve at 200 ms (open circles) and F-V curve (closed diamonds) for T276C labeled with OrGrM.
To confirm that environmental changes near the S2 theenvironment of a fluorescent probe (Lin and Dowben,
1982; Eftink, 1991). For instance, the Stokes shift, whichsegment reflect a distinct process from changes near
the S4 segment, residues near the S2 were also labeled is the difference in wavelength between peak excitation
and peak emission, is highly dependent on the polarity ofwith OrGrM. Fluorescence changes with OrGrM at resi-
due T276C yield additional evidence for an S2-specific the probe's environment. To examine the environmental
changes near the S4 segment during gating, we mea-environmental change (Figure 6C). The F-V curve is sub-
stantially different from the F-V curve for the OrGrM- sured the fluorescence spectra for TMRM attached to
labeled S4 segment and reaches a maximum fluores- residues M356C (Figure 7A) and A359C (Figure 7B). The
cence intensity at more hyperpolarized potentials spectral peak occurs at 576 nm, which is close to the
(Figure 6D). Similar to the results obtained with TMRM, spectral peak for water, and does not shift significantly
the fluorescence kinetics for OrGrM-labeled S2 con- at different transmembrane voltages despite substantial
structs are faster than the corresponding changes in changes in quantum yield (Figure 7D).
the S4 constructs; however, these differences are com- Consistent with the idea of aqueous exposure of these
plicated by the fact that gating currents are slower in residues, externally applied iodide decreases the fluo-
OrGrM-labeled channels than in TMRM-labeled chan- rescence for constructs M356C and A359C (Figure 7B),
nels (see Experimental Procedures). Nevertheless, the which shows that the fluorophore is accessible to io-
properties of the OrGrM fluorescence signals further dide, a membrane-impermeant collisional quencher.
corroborate distinct voltage-dependent environmental The M356C construct showed relatively small changes
changes between the S2 and S4 segments. in the magnitude of fluorescence changes after iodide
exposure, indicating relatively inefficient quenching of
TMRM by iodide, whereas the magnitude of fluores-The Environment of Labeled Residues near
cence changes after iodide exposure for the A359C con-the S4 Reflects Continuous Exposure
struct decreased substantially, indicating efficient quench-to the Aqueous Environment
ing of TMRM. These results are consistent with whatIn order to examine changes in the environment of the
has previously been reported (Mannuzzu et al., 1996).fluorescent probe with voltage, fluorescence spectra of
Two possible explanations for the small effect of iodideTMRM attached to the channel were measured. Spectral
information has frequently been helpful in determining at M356C is that iodide is somehow (electrostatically or
Fluorescence Studies of a Voltage-Gated K1 Channel
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Figure 7. Spectral Analysis of S4 Fluorescence Changes
(A) Fluorescence spectra obtained from a TMRM-labeled oocyte expressing construct M356C at three different holding potentials before and
after the addition of external 50 mM KI. From top to bottom: 290 mV; 290 mV, KI; 230 mV; 230 mV, KI; 0 mV; 0 mV, KI. These spectra were
taken with a 535 nm centered excitation filter with a 50 nm bandwidth and a long-pass emission filter with a 565 nm cutoff, which were used
to maximize the fluorescence signal from the probe. The bandwidth of the spectrograph with the 1200 l/mm grating is 100 nm.
(B) Spectra from a TMRM-labeled oocyte expressing construct A359C at holding potentials of 290 and 0 mV before and after the addition of
external 50 mM KI.
(C) Spectra of 5 mM TMRM in different solvents. H2O 5 120 mM NMG-MES; KI 5 50 mM KI plus 70 mM NMG-MES. These spectra were taken
with a 535 nm centered excitation filter with a 35 nm bandwidth and no emission filter, which expanded the spectral bandwidth of fluorescence
emission at the expense of a smaller fluorescence signal. The spectral range is limited by the spectrograph, which has a bandwidth of 100 nm.
(D) Wavelengths of the TMRM spectral peak of TMRM in different solvents, estimated with a cubic spline fit to individual spectra. M356C
(open circles), A359C (closed triangles), and A359C in 50 mM KI (closed squares) were plotted as a function of holding potential; the solvents
were plotted as a straight line representing their spectral peak. MethButanol is an abbreviation for 3-methyl-1-butanol.
sterically) hindered from interacting with the fluorophore associated with a decreased dipole moment of the
or that the fluorophore lies within a crevice that iodide longer hydrocarbon chain solvent molecules, which
cannot penetrate as well as with A359C. For both con- generates a smaller Stokes shift from diminished dipole±
structs, the F-V curves before and after iodide superim- dipole quenching of the fluorophore (Eftink, 1991). The
pose with a scaling factor to correct for the reduction only solvent whose peak occurs at longer wavelengths
inquantum yield (data not shown).This indicates that the than water is phenol, whose unique characteristics de-
probe is equally exposed to iodide at different voltages, rive from the cyclic p electron system of its aromatic
implying that environmental accessibility to iodide does ring.
not change with voltage. Thus, it is unlikely that the change in the probe's fluo-
In order to calibrate environmental changes of the rescence is caused by movement from a buried, purely
TMRM probe to spectral changes, a comparison of the hydrophobic environment to an external aqueous envi-
spectral profile of 5 mM TMRM in several different sol- ronment, which would have been seen as a voltage-
vents was made (Figure 7C). There is a substantial range dependent shift in the spectral peak. Instead, thechange
of quantum yields for TMRM in different solvents; in in quantum yield is more likely due to environmental
particular, the quantum yield for TMRM in ethanol is changes related to differential collisional quenching by
much larger than in any othersolvent. With longer hydro- water or anotherpart of theprotein, rather than exposure
carbon chain alcohols, the quantum yield decreases to a purely hydrophobic environment.
substantially.
An important spectral feature of TMRM is that its fluo-
Discussionrescence peak shifts to shorter wavelengths as the
length of the hydrocarbon chain increases. For instance,
Site-directed fluorescent labeling involves the substitu-the progression of TMRM spectral peaks from methanol
tion of cysteine at specific sites to be labeled withinto isopropanol displays a shift of 7 nm to shorter wave-
lengths with increased hydrocarbon length. This shift is the protein, and these cysteine substitutions can have
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subtle effects on the properties of the channel, with Voltage-Dependent Conformational Changes
in the Putative Pore Regionchanges in the steady-state properties and kinetics of
By probing two specific residues in the putative porethe gating and ionic current. Subsequent attachment of
region, we found that residues F425C and T449C un-fluorescent probes to these cysteine residues can also
dergo environmental changes related to opening of theaffect the operation of the channel. However, these
channel. This is somewhat surprising in the case ofchanges are reflected in the properties of the electro-
F425C because previous studies placed it on the exter-physiological recordings as well as in the fluorescence
nal border of the pore (Lu and Miller, 1995; Gross andsignals. As long as direct comparisons between electro-
MacKinnon, 1996). Another interesting observation isphysiological recordings and fluorescence are made for
that TEA modulates the fluorescence changes seen fora particular labeled construct, correlations between elec-
T449, a binding site for external TEA (MacKinnon andtrophysiological properties and fluorescence changes
Yellen, 1990), which could be caused either by a modula-may still reveal information about structure±function re-
tion of activation by TEA or by interactions between TEAlationships in the channel. The effects of the mutations
and the fluorescent probe.and labeling are discussed in detail in the Experimental
Upon lengthy depolarizations of several hundred milli-Procedures.
seconds and longer, the Shaker potassium channel un-
dergoes a conformational change from the open state
to a slow inactivated state in a process also known asThe Roles of the S2 and S4 Segments
C-type inactivation (Choi et al., 1991; Hoshi et al., 1991).in the Gating Process
This nonconducting state results from an apparent con-With this fluorescence technique, we were able todetect
striction of the external mouth of the pore (Choi et al.,specific environmental changes in different parts of the
1991; Lopez-Barneo et al., 1993; Baukrowitz and Yellen,channel, which have previously been impossible to iso-
1996). It is not surprising that the T449C construct dis-late electrophysiologically. These changes were not
played fluorescence changes on the time scale of slowglobal, as seen by the absence of detectable fluores-
inactivation. Liu et al. (1996) reported that this site wascence changes at residues D270C and P273C near the
accessible to external chemical reagents when theS2 segment and residues S346C and V363C near the
channel was slow-inactivated but inaccessible when theS4 segment, but were in fact restricted to particular
channel was closed, indicating that the site likely experi-residues of the protein. The kinetics and voltage depen-
enced changes in environment as a result of the processdence of fluorescence signals at different sites in the
of slow inactivation. However, there are faster kineticchannel can be compared to kinetic and steady-state
components of the fluorescence that are related to butproperties of electrophysiological signals toobtain addi-
slower than the activation and deactivation of ionic cur-tional information about properties of conformational
rent (Figures 5D and 5E). These data suggest that thechanges in these regions.
environmental changes around T449C are caused byAlthough previous work has shown that charges in
conformational changes temporally delayed from thethe S2 segment play a role in the channel's voltage
opening and closing of the conduction pathway.sensitivity (Seoh et al., 1996), it was unclear whether
The presence of fluorescence signals at F425C sug-charges in the S2 segment moved through the electric
gests that environmental changes accompanying open-field, modulated the field sensed by residues in the S4
ing of the channel occur not only at residues that linesegment, or both. The similarities between the fluores-
the pore but also at residues located at a significantcence signal in the S2 segment and the Q1 parameters distance from the pore. This technique could easilyof the component of the gating current point to the
be extended to examine the participation of residues
possibility that conformational changes associated with
throughout the pore in the processes of opening and
Q1 may originate in the S2 transmembrane region, C-type inactivation.
whereas conformational changes associated with Q2
may arise from transmembrane movement of the S4
segment after changes occur in the S2 segment. A pos- Comparing Fluorescence with Gating
sible mechanism for the operation of the voltage sensor Charge Displacement
is that the S2 segment initially responds to voltage with Although there are some differences between the mea-
a conformational change that changes the field sensed surements of charge displacement and fluorescence
by the S4 segment, which in turn moves in response to changes, a comparison of Q-V and F-V curves shows
the newly modified field. that they do correlate surprisingly well. Based on the
It is conceivable that the changes in fluorescence of similarity of the two, it may be possible to select a dura-
the S2-labeled probe are being indirectly generated by tion and range of potentials over which the F-V and
movement of the S4 segment, rather than being intrinsic Q-V curves do superimpose. This could explain why
to the S2 segment. The substantial differences in kinet- Mannuzzu et al. (1996) reported an agreement between
ics and voltage dependence between the S2-based and gating currents and fluorescence changes. Also, their
S4-based signals make a strong argument for distinct experiments utilized the two microelectrode voltage
conformational change in the S2 segment. The detection clamp, which measures gating currents from the whole
of fluorescence changes with different dyes at two dif- oocyte while measuring fluorescence from only a por-
ferent sites near the S2 segment also makes it consider- tion of the oocyte membrane, while our fluorescence
ably less likely that the signal is indirectly generated by changes were recorded from the same region of mem-
brane from which the gating currents are recorded. Thisanother part of the protein.
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could be problematic because distributed series resis- characteristics of the fluorescence from the vicinity of
the S4 segment show noevidence for dimer formation astance within the oocyte means that fluorescently labeled
channels may see slightly different potentials than the a mechanism of fluorescence change. Previous studies
have indicated that dimer fluorescence generates a sec-clamped voltage, potentially resulting in shifts of the
F-V curve with respect to the Q-V curve. It was also ond fluorescence peak distinct from that of the monomer
(Burghardt et al., 1996). Our spectra of the M356C andpreviously reported that the kinetics of the charge posi-
tion and fluorescence near the S4 were the same; we A359C constructs show no evidence of a second spec-
tral peak at any potential (Figures 7A and 7B). In addition,find that the two have significant differences.
It is not surprising to see a substantial difference be- ratios of the spectra taken at different potentials show
no deviations in line shape that would be consistenttween the steady-state properties or kineticsof the charge
displacement and fluorescence changes because the two with an alteration in dimer±monomer distribution (data
not shown).are measuring different physical aspects of conforma-
tional change. The fluorescence intensity near the S2 The fluorescent probe may also be self-quenched by
another probe on a neighboring S4 segment, which issegmentmeasured with TMRM and near the S4 segment
with OrGrM reach extreme values at intermediate poten- a longer range interaction caused by energy transfer to
a nonfluorescent probe (MacDonald, 1990). A voltagetials, resulting in substantial differences in steady-state
properties from gating charge displacement, which pulse that causes the two probes to approach a distance
for efficient self-quenching should change the quantumreaches saturation at extreme potentials.
An important reason for the difference in kinetics be- yield for both probes in the same direction. However,
OrGrM's fluorescence increases with a depolarizingtween fluorescence and gating charge displacement is
that the gating current may be generated from the move- pulse, while TMRM's fluorescence decreases during the
same pulse, making this hypothesis unlikely.ment of both the S2 and S4 segments, while the fluores-
cence signal measures conformational changes isolated The spectral data from the S4-labeled channels indi-
cate that the probe does not inhabit a highly saturatedto one region. In this case, fluorescence, which would
measure specific, independent conformational changes, hydrocarbon environment such as the lipid bilayer. In-
stead, based on the location of the spectral peak be-should have different kinetics from gating charge dis-
placement, which would measure a weighted combina- tween that of water and phenol, it seems more likely
that it dwells within a water-filled environment that maytion of these independent conformational changes.
A final possibility for differences between fluores- contain aromatic groups from another part of the pro-
tein. Iodide's ability to quench the fluorescence of thecence measurements and the gating charge displace-
ment is that the fluorescence change could be caused S4 constructs is consistent with an aqueous environ-
ment for the probe, even though the effect at residueby quenching caused by the movement of another re-
gion of the protein. If that region moves independently M356C was not impressive.
The fact that the quantum yield changes while theof the region where the probe is attached, it could also
generate a fluorescence signal that is independent of spectral peak remains the same suggests a difference in
collisional quenching of the probe at different potentials.the gating charge movement. For example, slow kinetic
components of the signal from the S4 segment could The interaction of the probe with other regions of the
protein maychange the solvent properties of the probe'sbe caused by movements of regions responsible for
opening or slow inactivation of the channel. microenvironment, yielding different quantum yields
based on differential exposure to water. Another possi-Nevertheless, these differences are important and
useful because they distinguish between different as- bility is that another region of the protein may act in a
manner similar to iodide by quenching the probe withoutpects of the voltage gating process, as examined from
the complementary perspectives of gating charge move- shifting the spectral peak. In either case, it appears
that other regions of the protein are responsible, eitherment and environmental changes.
directly or indirectly, for the change in quantum yield of
the probe. A final possible mechanism that should be
Mechanisms of Fluorescence Change: Quenching included is a change in the orientation of the fluorescent
by Other Regions of the Protein probe's transition dipole, potentially changing either the
The experimental results presented here contradict at absorption or quantum yield of the probe.
least two mechanisms by which the fluorescence changes
in a voltage-dependent fashion. One hypothesis for the
voltage-dependent change in quantum yield is that fluo- Conclusions
Site-directed fluorescent labeling is an extremely usefulrescence probes on different subunits come within 3.5
AÊ of each other to form dimers, which have different tool for probing the structure and conformational changes
occurring in voltage-gated ion channels. The fluores-spectral characteristics and quantum yield (Selwyn and
Steinfeld, 1972; Ajtai et al., 1992; Ajtai and Burghardt, cence changes near the S2 and S4 regions correlate
with different charge components of the movement of1995). However, because fluorescein-based dyes form
dimers with much less affinity than rhodamine-based the voltage sensor, and changes in the putative pore
region associate with the opening and inactivation of thedyes (Rohatgi and Singhal, 1963; Rohatgi and Singhal,
1966), combined with the fact that there is a large change channel. In addition, the kinetics of these fluorescence
changes give insight into the distinct properties of con-in fluorescence with fluorescein-derived dyes, it is un-
likely that the change seen with TMRM is simply due to formational changes associated with that residue. As
we have gained a better understanding of the underlyingformation of a dimer complex. Moreover, the spectral
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Table 1. Parameters of the Q-V and G-V Curves before and after Fluorescent Probe Labeling
A1 V1 (mV) Z1 (eu) A2 V2 (mV) Z2 (eu)
Without TMRM Labeling
M356C 0.27 6 0.10 258.5 6 6.2 2.3 6 0.2 0.73 6 0.10 238.4 6 0.6 3.8 6 0.2
A359C 0.58 6 0.19 236.7 6 4.5 1.2 6 0.0 0.43 6 0.18 233.3 6 1.7 4.2 6 1.2
T276C 0.17 6 0.06 254.2 6 6.5 2.6 6 0.5 0.83 6 0.07 225.3 6 0.9 3.2 6 0.2
With TMRM Labeling
M356C 0.41 6 0.22 260.0 6 10.2 1.9 6 0.2 0.59 6 0.22 236.8 6 4.8 3.9 6 0.2
A359C 0.43 6 0.08 257.9 6 1.2 2.5 6 0.9 0.57 6 0.08 249.9 6 3.7 3.9 6 1.1
T276C 0.20 6 0.09 252.7 6 10.9 1.6 6 0.2 0.80 6 0.10 230.7 6 1.4 4.4 6 0.1
Without OrGrM Labeling
F425C 0.45 6 0.12 26.4 6 3.6 3.4 6 0.5 0.55 6 0.12 220.0 6 2.5 6.5 6 1.6
T449C 0.53 6 0.05 214.4 6 3.8 3.9 6 0.1 0.63 6 0.18 224.8 6 2.9 7.1 6 1.6
With OrGrM Labeling
F425C 0.45 6 0.18 26.8 6 4.5 3.7 6 0.3 0.54 6 0.18 220.1 6 2.2 7.5 6 1.3
T449C 0.46 6 0.05 25.9 6 3.3 3.8 6 0.2 0.54 6 0.05 218.9 6 1.5 6.6 6 0.3
The parameters were obtained by fitting two independent Boltzmann functions of the form SAx/(1 1 exp[{V 2 Vx} * zx/kT]) to the normalized
G-V or Q-V curve, where x represents the index of one of the two Boltzmann functions, Ax is the relative amplitude, Vx is the midpoint voltage
in millivolts (mV), and zx is the charge in electronic units (eu). The fit parameters are given with standard error.
The charge (Q) was measured from tail currents after 400 ms pulsesmechanisms of fluorescence change, this technique can
for M356C and A359C, because of slower kinetics caused by thebe applied to probe specific regions of other transmem-
cysteine mutation, and after 40 ms pulses for T276C. The Q-V curvebrane proteins to determine both the kinetics and the
for A359C is generally shifted in the hyperpolarizing direction after
modulation of global conformational changes. modification with TMRM, but the Q-V curves for M356C and T276C
do not change substantially after TMRM modification. The G-V
Experimental Procedures curves for F425C and T449C were obtained at the end of a 40 ms
activation pulse. The G-V curve for F425C was not affected by OrGrM
Cut-Open Oocyte Epifluorescence Setup modification; the G-V curve for T449C was shifted slightly in the
The optical setup consisted of an Axiovert 100TV (Carl Zeiss, depolarizing direction after OrGrM modification, but the proportions
Thornwood, NY) with an excitation filter (Figure 1D), dichroic mirror and valences of the two Boltzmann components were unchanged.
(Figure 1F), and emission filter (Figure 1G) appropriate to the fluores- Because of the difficulties of labeling during an experiment, which
cent dye being used. A microscope tungsten lamp (Figure 1E) with a include contamination of the fiber optic and chamber with free fluo-
150 W filament,powered by a 6286Apower supply (Hewlett Packard, rescent probe, all of these measurements were taken from different
Palo Alto, CA), served as the light source. The lamp output was oocytes.
interrupted with a TTL-triggered VS25 shutter (Vincent Associates, In addition, we obtained a kinetic characterization of labeling with
Rochester, NY) to minimize photobleaching of the probe. The fiber A359C with TMRM. For A359C, TMRM was added to the top cham-
optic cable (Figure 1A) was an FSUS760 (PolyMicro Technologies, ber of the cut-open oocyte setup to a concentration of 10 mM for
Phoenix, AZ) with a numerical aperture of 0.65 and core diameter 40 min. The gating currents for A359C were compared before and
of 760 mm. Tetramethylrhodamine-5-maleimide (Molecular Probes, after labeling in a voltage range from 2120 mV to 150 mV. Taking
Eugene, OR) measurements were made with a 535DF50 or 535DF35 into account a 10 mV shift to more hyperpolarizing potentials, the
excitation filter (Chroma Technologies, Brattleboro, VT), a 570DRLP on gating currents obtained after modification were superimposible
dichroic mirror (Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT), and a 565EFLP with the on gating currents obtained before modification, although
emission filter (Omega Optical). Fluorescein-5-maleimide and Ore- the off currents were slowed noticeably. With OrGrM and FM label-
gon Green-5-maleimide (Molecular Probes) measurements were ing, the on gating current kinetics for M356C were slowed substan-
made with a 470DF35 excitation filter (Omega Optical), a 505DRLP tially, but the off gating current kinetics were not affected. The on
dichroic mirror (Omega Optical), and a 535DF50 excitation filter and off kinetics for T276C were slowed slightly by OrGrM labeling,
(Chroma Technologies). as were the on kinetics of T449C.
Light measurements were made with a PIN-020A photodiode (Fig- To confirm that our measurements were not affected by different
ure 1H) (UDT Technologies, Torrance, CA) mounted on an FP-1 levels of probe labeling, oocytes were labeled for different durations
fiber optic manipulator (Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA), which was with TMRM and OrGrM with the same labeling protocol. Subsequent
attached to the microscope's epifluorescence port. The photodiode examination of gating currents and fluorescence changes showed
was attached to the headstage input of a patch-clamp amplifier that the F-V and Q-V/G-V curves for an oocyte with low levels of
(Figure 1K) for low noise amplification of the photocurrent. The labeling did not differ noticeably from an oocyte with high levels of
patch-clamp amplifier was an Axopatch-1B (Axon Instruments, Fos- labeling. Nevertheless, to avoid potential problems with heteroge-
ter City, CA), used either with a custom-built resistive headstage or neous channel populations and ensure saturation of labeling, we
an IHS-1 integrating headstage. The microscope objective (Figure determined the labeling durations for which maximal raw fluores-
1B) was an infinity-corrected 203 quartz objective (Partec, MuÈ nster, cence changes were obtained. These durations were used for the
Germany) with a numerical aperture of 0.65. The fluorescence was experiments, and all of our data was obtained from oocytes labeled
focused onto the photodiode active area using a microscope con- in this manner. Longer labeling durations did not increase the fluo-
denser lens with a focal distance of 1 cm. Voltage clamp of the rescence signal, which supports the idea that labeling saturation of
oocyte was performed with a CA-1 cut-open oocyte clamp (Dagan the channels was attained.
Corporation, Minneapolis, MN). For the S4 and pore constructs, the oocytes were incubated in
a depolarizing solution containing 5 mM of the fluorescent probe
Effects of Mutations and Probe Labeling on Channel Function (Mannuzzu et al., 1996) at 188C for 40 min. For the S2 constructs,
In order to examine the effects of the cysteine substitutions and the oocytes were incubated in a hyperpolarizing solution contain-
probe labeling, the characteristics of the Q-V and G-V curves with ing 120 mM NMG-MES, 10 mM HEPES, and 1.8 mM CaCl2 at 188C
for 1 hr.and without fluorescent probe labeling were measured (Table 1).
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Spectral Analysis in the sulfhydryl 1 binding site of myosin. Biochemistry 34, 15943±
15952.Spectra were obtained with an Multispec 257i spectrograph (Oriel
Instruments, Stratford, CT) with a 1200 l/mm grating for 100 nm Ajtai, K., Ilich, P.J., Ringler, A., Sedarous, S.S., Toft, D.J., and Burg-
bandwidth, in combination with an Instaspec V CCD camera with hardt, T.P. (1992). Stereospecific reaction of muscle fiber proteins
image intensifier cooled to 2208C (Oriel Instruments). The spectro- with the 59 or 69 isomer of (iodoacetamido)tetramethylrhodamine.
graph and CCD were attached to the eyepiece port of the micro- Biochemistry 31, 12431±12440.
scope to enable measurements with the photodiode and the CCD Armstrong, C.M., and Bezanilla, F. (1973). Currents related to move-
during the same experiment. ment of the gating particles of sodium channels. Nature 242,
Control spectra of uninjected, fluorescently labeled oocytes were 459±461.
taken and subtracted from the spectra of injected, labeled oocytes. Baukrowitz, T., and Yellen, G. (1996). Use-dependent blockers and
The filter response of the dichroic mirror and emission filter were exit rate of the last ion from the multi-ion pore of a K1 channel.
corrected by obtaining the transfer function of the mirror and filter. Science 271, 653±656.
This was calculated by taking the spectrum obtained by transillumi-
Bezanilla, F., Perozo, E., Papazian, D.M., and Stefani, E. (1991).nation of the tungsten lamp with mirror and filter and dividing it by the
Molecular basis of gating charge immobilization in Shaker potas-spectrum obtained by transillumination of the lamp alone. Spectra of
sium channels. Science 254, 679±683.TMRM in different solvents were measured by dissolving TMRM to
Bezanilla, F., Perozo, E., and Stefani, E. (1994). Gating of Shaker K1a 5 mM concentration in 2 ml of the particular solvent in a glass
channels: II. the components of gating currents and a model ofscintillation vial. These vials were mounted on a glass coverslip
channel activation. Biophys. J. 66, 1011±1021.above the objective, and control spectra of the vials before addition
Burghardt, T.P., Lyke, J.E., and Ajtai, K. (1996). Fluorescence emis-of TMRM were subtracted.
sion and anisotropy from rhodamine dimers. Biophys. Chem. 59,
119±131.Data Acquisition and Analysis
Choi, K.L., Aldrich, R.W., and Yellen, G. (1991). TetraethylammoniumGating, ionic, and fluorescence currents were acquired with a PC44
blockade distinguishes two inactivation mechanisms in voltage-board (Innovative Technologies, Moorpark, CA), which interfaces
activated K1 channels. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 88, 5092±5095.with a Pentium-based computer via an IBM-compatible AT slot. The
fluorescence and electrophysiology were simultaneously acquired Eftink, M.R. (1991). Fluorescence techniques for studying protein
structure. In Volume 35: Protein Structure Determination, C.H.on two analog-to-digital converters and transferred to two separate
Suelter, ed. (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.), pp. 127±205.channels of the PC44. The acquisition program and data analysis
programs were developed in our laboratory and were run in MS- Greenblatt, R.E., Blatt, Y., and Montal, M. (1985). The structure of
DOS and Windows 95, respectively. the voltage-sensitive sodium channel. Fed. Eur. Biochem. Soc. 193,
125±134.
Molecular Biology and Channel Expression Gross, A., and MacKinnon, R. (1996). Agitoxin footprinting the
The nonconducting (W434F), noninactivating (D6±46, IR) version of Shaker potassium channel pore. Neuron 16, 399±406.
the Shaker H4 channel (H4IR) was originally cloned into an engi- Hartmann, H.A., Kirsch, G.E., Drewe, J.A., Taglialatela, M., Joho,
neered version of the PBSTA vector. For site-directed mutagenesis R.H., and Brown, A.M. (1991). Exchange of conduction pathways
of all constructs except the substitutions in the pore, a two-step between two related K1 channels. Science 251, 942±944.
PCR protocol (Moore, 1994) was used to introduce mutations be- Hodgkin, A.L., and Huxley, A.F. (1952). The components of mem-
tween the XbaI and BglII sites into the Shaker W434F H4IR back- brane conductance in the giant axon of Loligo. J. Physiol. 116,
ground. After subsequent cloning into the PBSTA vector, the cDNA 473±496.
generated by PCR was sequenced to exclude the possibility of
Hoshi, T., Zagotta, W.N., and Aldrich, R.W. (1991). Two types ofunwanted mutations. The F425C and T449C mutations were placed
inactivation in Shaker K1 channels: effects of alterations in the car-in the conducting Shaker H4IR background.
boxy-terminal region. Neuron 7, 547±556.The cRNA was transcribed in vitro with the T7 mMessage machine
Kosower, E.M. (1985). A structural and dynamic molecular modelkit (Ambion Inc., Austin, TX), and 50 nl of cRNA at a concentration
for the sodium channel of Electrophorus electricus. FEBS Lett. 182,of 100 ng/ml was injected into each Xenopus laevis oocyte. Experi-
234±242.ments were performed from 2 to 7 days after injection. The sterile
Larsson, H.P., Baker, O.S., Dhillon, D.S., and Isacoff, E.Y. (1996).oocyte incubation solution consisted of 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl,
Transmembrane movement of the Shaker K1 channel S4. Neuron1.8 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 mM HEPES, 10 mM EDTA, and 500
16, 387±397.mM DTT.
Lin, T.I., and Dowben, R.M. (1982). Fluorescence spectroscopic
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